Dilemma Cards
The sneak has paid off. You have crawled to
within 30 yards of a dozen mallards feeding
close together in the pond shallows. Do you:
1 Shoot at the group on the water?
2 Stand up and shoot into the flock as they take
off?
3 Only shoot if a bird or two peel off: away
from the flock?
4 Other

You, your friend and your dads, arrive at a new,
unlocked, but posted gate on a road into the
Desatoya Mountains. Your father has hunted
there for years and this is the first time there has
been a gate. Do you:
1 tear down the sign and say it wasn't posted?
2 Assume the owner isn't around and drive
through?
3 Hunt elsewhere?
4 Other

In the excitement offlushing birds, your younger
brother, who is bunting for the first time, shoots
a hen pheasant. Do you:

You have a good chance of getting a trophy
buck in this area. In a draw, you spot a small
two-point that is seriously wounded. Do you:

1 leave it for the coyotes?
2 Take it to a wildlife officer and explain the
mistake?
3 Take it home and hope you don't get caught?
4 Other

1 Put it out of its misery, but don't waste your
tag on it?
2 Shoot it and tag it?
3 Leave it alone and tell a wildlife officer?
4 Other

While hunting on your cousin's farm they tell
you to shoot all the deer you can, because they
are getting into the alfalfa and the warden never
gets out this far. Do you:

Your black lab retrieved a hen mallard you didn't
shoot. You already have three mallards, including two hens. Do you:

I Do what they say you should do?
2 Only shoot one deer and don't say anything?
3 Don't hunt with them and report them to a
wildlife officer?
4 Other

Your brother wounded a small buck. An hour
after separating to look for the deer, you stumble
upon the wounded deer. Do you:
1 Finish it off and go find your brother so he can
tag it?
2 Go find your brother so he can finish off the
deer?
3 Shoot the deer and tag it?
4 Other
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Throw the bird into the tules?
Take it home and hope you don't get caught?
Find another hunter to give it to?
other
'

Your partner, who is also your boss, has just
shot the biggest deer you have ever seen. He is
justifiably proud of his deer, but wants to tie the
whole thing to the top of the jeep for everyone
to see. Do you:
I Help him tie it on the jeep?
2 Explain that people might be offended and
suggest you transport it more discreetly?
3 Other
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